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EXPLORE A BEAUTIFUL WORLD

Explore a diverse island in first
person VR. Experience open
plains, rushing waterfalls, volcanic
rivers, peaceful caves, and
glittering mines.
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INTERACT IN SURPRISING
WAYS

Chop trees, mine gems, plant
crops, fish, build, pet the animals.
Kindness rewards kindness, and
cruelty rewards… well, you’ll see.

MAKE THE ISLAND YOUR HOME

Express yourself by decorating
your island, painting buildings, and
customizing your avatar. There’s
over 300 decorative items in the
game!

HELPING HANDS ARE ALWAYS
NEAR

Visit other player’s islands, or have
other players come and visit you!
Visitors are able to lend a hand,
and everything they collect will also
be shared with you.
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RACCOON LAGOON

By Steve “Devgamer”

Kramer, Lead Designer for

Raccoon Lagoon   One of

the things that thrills me

about video games is the

breadth and width of the

fantasies that we can fulfll

through them.  One day I’m

a powerful wizard casing

world shattering spells, and

the next day I’m driving one

of the mos powerful […]

READ MORE 

RACCOON LAGOON IS
STARDEW VALLEY
MIXED WITH ANIMAL
CROSSING IN VR

Jamie Feltham 

UploadVR
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GAMES
Raccoon Lagoon
Brass Tactics
Witchblood
Access Code
Hypercade
Defense Grid 2 Enhanced VR Edition
Age of Empires II HD Edition
Defense Grid 2
Counter Strike: Global Offensive

FORUM
BLOG
COMPANY
About Us

Our Team

Careers

Press

CONTACT

My avatar is close to the ground. Is that a bug? 

What is the Spirit World? How to do I get to it? 

Does Raccoon Lagoon autosave? 

Why is there poop on my island? 

Can my friend who has a Rift connect to my Quest game? 

How many people can visit my island at once? 

Who can see my island in Multiplayer? Are there safety permissions? 

How do I stream Raccoon Lagoon? 

Help! I'm stuck in the air! (Or in the ground!) 

Who can I contact if I have a different question or problem? 
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